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We explore the possibility of detecting flavor-changing neutral Higgs boson couplings at the Next Linear

Collider ~NLC! throughe1e2→nen ēt c̄ . In the framework of a general two-Higgs-doublet model, we perform

a complete calculation and find thats(e1e2→nenet c̄ ,nen ē t̄ c) could reach;9 fb for As52 TeV. This

amounts to an annual production of 500t c̄ plus t̄ c pairs at the NLC with an integrated luminosity of 50
fb21. The dependence of thetc-production rate on the neutral scalar mixing angle is mild except when

sin2 a→0 or 1. ThennW1W2 background should be manageable afterb tagging, whilennt t̄ background
should not be a problem when the signal event rate is still interesting. The process, together with

e1e2→nen ēW
1W2,nen ēZZ studies, offer the chance of measuring thet –c– Higgs-boson coupling.

@S0556-2821~97!07323-2#

PACS number~s!: 14.80.Cp, 12.15.Ff, 13.90.1i, 14.65.Ha

I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism for symmetry breaking and the fermion
mass and mixing hierarchy pattern are the two remaining
mysteries in the electroweak theory. The construction of high
energy colliders such as the CERN Large Hadron Collider
~LHC! and Next Linear Collider~NLC! are in fact aimed at
resolving such mysteries. In this regard, the physical pro-
cesses that should be studied thoroughly at such machines
are those involving the top quark, whose properties have yet
to be studied carefully, as well as the yet to be discovered
Higgs boson~s!.

It was suggested some time ago that@1#, in multi-Higgs-
doublet models, the ‘‘natural’’ flavor conservation condition
@2# is not mandatory for the suppression of flavor-changing
neutral current~FCNC! processes. Rather, Nature has pro-
vided its own cure: the existing hierarchical patterns in quark
masses and mixing angles may imply a pattern for flavor-
changing neutral Higgs-boson couplings~FCNH! that is con-
sistent with low energy data@1#. An interesting consequence
of this framework is the possibility of sizable
t –c–neutral–Higgs-boson couplings which would have no-
table impact on top quark and Higgs physics@3,4#. To probe
such couplings at colliders, several processes@5–7# have
been proposed which can be studied at the NLC or LHC. At
the NLC, one may look for t c̄ pair production via
e1e2→Z*→t c̄ , t̄ c @5# ~where theZ-t-c coupling is loop-
induced!, or like-sign top pair production via
e1e2→h0A0→tt c̄ c̄ , t̄ t̄ cc @6#. At the LHC, such flavor
nondiagonal couplings can be probed through the parton sub-
processcg→tA0→tt c̄ @7#, which involves the FCNH cou-
pling directly in the production process.

Recently, Bar-Shalomet al. pointed out@8# that FCNH
couplings may be probed at the NLC via theWW fusion
processe1e2→nen̄ et c̄ , nen̄ e t̄ c, as shown in Fig. 1. With
As52 TeV, and the masses of neutral Higgs bosons being
250 GeV and 1 TeV, respectively, they found
snntc[s(e1e2→nen̄ et c̄ )1s(e1e2→nen̄ e t̄ c)'5 fb.
Assuming an integrated luminosity of 50 fb21 at the NLC,
this implies an annual production of 125t c̄ and an equal
number of t̄ c pairs. The process has a much largertc pro-
duction rate thane1e2→Z*→t c̄ , and does not suffer from
s-channel suppression ase1e2→h0A0→tt c̄ c̄ . In view of
this, we would like to follow up on this work. We shall
perform a full calculation and compare with the effectiveW
approximation used in Ref.@8#, explore different scenarios
for neutral Higgs masses, and clarify parameter dependence
of the tc production cross section.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
review the two-Higgs-doublet model with FCNH couplings
and present the result of a full calculation ofsnntc using
helicity methods. We then point out thatsnntc is largest

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram contributing to the process

e1e2→nen̄ et c̄ .
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when both neutral scalars have mass of order the weak scale.
This becomes the focus of our discussion throughout the
paper. In Sec. III, we demonstrate the utility of the narrow
width approximation. In Sec. IV we show thatsnntc is not
sensitive to the mixing angle of neutral scalars, and remains
at the fb level forAs>1 TeV. Some discussion of signal vs
background is given. After concluding in Sec. V, we leave
some technical details in Appendixes A and B.

II. FULL CALCULATION

The calculation ofsnntc is based on the Lagrangian of a
general two-Higgs-doublet model with flavor-changing neu-
tral Higgs boson~FCNH! couplings

L5~DmF1!†~DmF1!1~DmF2!†~DmF2!2V~F1 ,F2!

2~ ū LMuuR1 d̄ LMddR!A2
Ref1

0

v

1~ ū LjuuR1 d̄ LjddR!A2 Ref2
0

1~2 ū LjuuR1 d̄ LjddR!iA2 Imf2
0

2 d̄ LV†juuRA2f2
21 ū LVjddRA2f2

11 H.c., ~1!

whereuL,(R) anddL,(R) are flavor multiplets of up-type and
down-type quarks, respectively, andMu,d are their diagonal-
ized mass matrices. Note that we have relegated all the
FCNH couplings to the second doublet as a result of rotating
to the specific basiŝf2

0&50 and ^f1
0&5v/A2 @9#. This is

because there is no discrete symmetry@2# as in usual two-
Higgs-doublet models@10# to distinguish betweenF1 and
F2, so the familiar tanb[v1 /v2 parameter is not physical.
Assuming CP invariance in the Higgs sector, the scalar
fields A2 Imf2

0 and f2
6 are identified as the physical pseu-

doscalar bosonA0 and charged scalarH6. The CP even
neutral scalarsA2 Ref1

0 andA2 Ref2
0 can still mix through

the Higgs potentialV(F1 ,F2) into the physical statesH0

and h0. In the limit that the mixing angle sina→0,
H0 A2 Ref1

0 becomes the ‘‘standard’’ Higgs boson with
diagonal couplings, whileh0 A2 Ref2

0 has FCNH cou-
plings characterized by the nondiagonal matrixj i j

u,d .
In our calculation as well as in Ref.@8#, the simple

Cheng-Sher ansatz@1# is adopted:

j i j
u,d5 f i j

Amimj

v
, ~2!

where f i j ’s are constants of order unity. The couplingj tc
u is

expected to be the largest and has the most prominent signa-
ture to be searched for in collider experiments. From Eq.~1!,
we can now single out the relevant couplings for computing
the processe1e2→nen̄ et c̄ , nen̄ e t̄ c given in Fig. 1. Since
we wish to compare with Ref.@8#, we take f tc.A2. The
resulting t –c– Higgs-boson and Higgs-boson–W–W cou-
plings are

Lint5g
Amtmc

A2mW

~sinaH1cosah! t̄ c

1 H.c.1gmW~cosaH2sinah!WmWm . ~3!

The Higgs-boson–Z–Z couplings can be easily incorpo-
rated, and the cross sections fore1e2→e1e2t c̄ ,e1e2 t̄ c
via ZZ fusion are simply related to that of
e1e2→nen̄ et c̄ , nen̄ e t̄ c @8#.

A. Helicity amplitude calculation

A full calculation of snntc is rather involved as the pro-
cess considered is a 2→4 scattering. An efficient way of
doing it is by employing the helicity method@12#, which
facilitates the numerical manipulations of Feynman ampli-
tudes.

The amplitude for e1(p1)e2(p2)→ n̄ e(p3)
3ne(p4)t(pt) c̄ (pc) reads

iM5F@ v̄ ~p1 ,l1!gmP2v~p3 ,l3!#

3@ ū~p4 ,l4!gmP2u~p2 ,l2!#@ ū~pt ,l t!v~pc ,lc!#

3F i

q22mH
2 1 imHGH

2
i

q22mh
21 imhGh

G
3

2 i

~p12p3!22mW
2

2 i

~p22p4!22mW
2 , ~4!

whereq is the momentum of the intermediate Higgs boson,
P6[(16g5)/2, and

F5cosa sinaS ig

A2
D 2

~ igmW!S ig
Amtmc

A2mW
D ~5!

is a collection of coupling coefficients. Note that, except for
the relative sign and differences in mass and width, theh and
H contributions are basically the same. All fermion masses
are set to zero except for the top quark, and themc depen-
dence is kept only in the coupling of Eq.~2!. The helicities
of leptons are therefore completely fixed by their left-handed
vector couplings to W bosons, i.e., l15l351 and
l25l452. However, there are four combinations involving
the helicities of top and charm quarks.

Let A(l1 ,l3)[ v̄ (p1 ,l1)gmP2v(p3 ,l3) and
B(l2 ,l4)[ū (p4 ,l4)gmP2u(p2 ,l2). One finds ~see Ap-
pendix A for details!

A~11 !5A2E1A2E3^ p̂31ugm2u p̂11&,

B~22 !5A2E2A2E4^ p̂42ug1
m u p̂22&, ~6!

where v6t5AEt6upW tu, g6
m are 232 matrices defined by

g6
m 5(1,7sW ), and u p̂6& denote the two-component eigen-

vectors of the helicity operatorpW •sW /upW u, that is
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u p̂1&5S cos
u

2

eifsin
u

2
D , u p̂2&5S 2e2 ifsin

u

2

cos
u

2
D , ~7!

whereu and f are angles forpW . For the top-charm scalar
density, defineC(l t ,lc)[ ū (pt ,l t)v(pc ,lc), one gets four
combinations~see Appendix A for details!:

C~77 !52A2Ecv1t^ p̂t7u p̂c6&,

C~76 !52A2Ecv2t^ p̂t7u p̂c7&. ~8!

SinceA(11) andB(22) are already fixed, there are four
helicity amplitudesiM(l t ,lc)}C(l t ,lc). With all four he-
licity amplitudes constructed, the subsequent numerical cal-
culations can be done in a straightforward manner by utiliz-
ing the programONETOP @12#.

B. Comparison with Bar-Shalom et al.

To compare with Ref. @8#, we compute snntc for
mH51TeV and sin2a51/2. The cross sectionsnntc as a
function ofmh for As5 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 TeV are shown in
Fig. 2. It peaks notably atmh'250 GeV and decreases mo-
notonously asmh increases from 250 GeV. In accordance
with the difference in the propagators given in Eq.~4!, it
vanishes in the degenerate limitmh5mH51TeV. This is a
special case for the choice of sin2a51/2 ~i.e., a5p/4), be-
cause the Higgs properties are identical in the degeneracy
limit, so the amplitudes arising from each Higgs boson
would then cancel completely. ForAs52 TeV, the maximal
value ofsnntc is around 4.5 fb, which is smaller than 5.2 fb
obtained in Ref.@8# which uses the effectiveW approxima-
tion. Such an overestimation by the effectiveW approxima-
tion is a typical phenomenon in collider physics@11#.

The prominent peaks in Fig. 2 suggest that the cross sec-
tion arising from h alone would be the largest at

mh;250 GeV. Similar behavior should then be expected for
the contribution fromH. We therefore expect the total cross
section resulting fromH andh to be the largestif both mH
and mh are of order the weak scale. This precisely fits the
arguments given in Refs.@6,7# which emphasizes the mass
range

200 GeV,mh ,mH,2mt'350 GeV. ~9!

The lower bound is to allow thet c̄ threshold to turn on. The
upper bound of 2mt'350 GeV was imposed originally for
the pseudoscalarA0. For h andH, as can be seen from Fig.
2, the cross section is still sizable up tomh,H>500 GeV for
As.1 TeV. This is becauseG(h,H→VV)@G(h,H→ f 8 f̄ )
for mh,H;350 GeV, and the opening oft t̄ mode does not
increase substantially the total width ofh or H. However, for
the range of Eq.~9!, the t t̄ background to thet c̄ or t̄ c
modes would be suppressed.

To show thatsnntc is indeed more significant in the the
range of Eq.~9!, we show in Fig. 3 the cross sectionsnntc as
a function of mh for mH5300 GeV and sin2a51/2. The
cross section drops to zero at the degenerate limitmh5mH
5300 GeV in a much more dramatic way. However, such a
severe cancellation does not generally occur since there is no
reason formh andmH to be degenerate, and the cancellation
is anyway incomplete for other values of sina. The cancel-
lation effect is negligible if the mass difference
DM5umH2mhu is a few times the widths of both Higgs
bosons~see Appendix B!. Slightly away from the degeneracy
limit, the cross section rises to its peak value>8.0 fb at
mh'250 GeV for As52 TeV, which is almost twice as
large as the case withmH51 TeV. As mh increases to 1
TeV, snntc drops to about 3.6 fb, which is mostly fromH.
For a lighterh, i.e., mh,250 GeV, the cross section also
drops. This once again illustrates the fact thatsnntc receives
the largest individual contributions fromh and H respec-
tively at mh ,mH'250 GeV.

III. THE NARROW WIDTH APPROXIMATION

It is important to note that the widths of neutral Higgs
boson in the mass range of Eq.~9!, even up to;500 GeV,

FIG. 2. The cross sectionsnntc as a function ofmh with
mH51 TeV and sin2a51/2 for s1/250.5, 1, 1.5, 2 TeV~bottom
to top!. Solid lines are for the full calculation, while dashed lines
are from Ref.@8# which uses the effectiveW approximation.

FIG. 3. The cross sectionsnntc as a function ofmh with
mH5300 GeV and sin2a51/2 for s1/250.5, 1, 1.5, 2 TeV~bot-
tom to top!.
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are still quite small compared to their masses. The standard
model~SM! Higgs bosonHSM provides an upper bound toH
and h widths, for example,GHSM

'15 GeV for mHSM
5350

GeV @10#. Since the widths of both Higgs bosons are narrow
in the mass range of interest, it is convenient to compute
snntc in the narrow width approximation. We may approxi-
matesnntc by the cross section of Higgs boson production
s„e1e2→n ēneh(H)… multiplied by the branching ratio of
the flavor-changing decayh(H)→t c̄ , t̄ c. This approach is
much simpler than the previous full calculation or even the
effective W approximation. One can then determine the
Higgs boson mass and sin2a dependences ofsnntc with ease.

A. WW˜h,H production

Compared to the previous calculation of
s(e1e2→n n̄ t c̄ ), it is considerably simpler to compute the
cross sections„e1e2→ n̄ eneh(H)…. It is identical to that of
SM Higgs boson productions(e1e2→n ēneHSM)[snnHSM

@10#, except for the additional factors of cos2a or sin2a. The
amplitude fore1e2→ n̄ eneHSM is

M„e1~p1!e2~p2!→ n̄ e~q1!ne~q2!HSM~k!…

5
ig3mW

8 S 1

2p1•q11mW
2 D

3S 1

2p2•q21mW
2 D @ v̄ ~p1 ,s1!

3gm~12g5!v~q1 ,s2!#@ ū~q2 ,s4!

3gm~12g5!u~p2 ,s3!#. ~10!

Averaging over the initial and summing over the final state
spins give

1

4(pol
uMu25g6mW

2 S 1

2p1•q11mW
2 D 2

3S 1

2p2•q21mW
2 D 2

~p2•q1!~p1•q2!, ~11!

where we have neglected fermion masses. The final state
phase space integration is done byVEGAS @13#. For As52
TeV and mHSM

5250 GeV, we finds(e1e2→n ēneHSM)

'264 fb. The cross section for other values ofmH andAs
can be read off from Fig. 4.

B. h,H˜t c̄ decay

To compute the branching ratioB(h,H→tc), we note
that the dominant decay modes formh,H,2mt are
h,H→W1W2, ZZ, b b̄ @10# and t c̄ , t̄ c @3#, where the
latter are specific to the current model. The width of each
decay mode is well known:

G~H→W1W2!5
g2mH

3

64pmW
2 cos2aA124xW

2 ~124xW
2

112xW
4 !,

G~H→ZZ!5
g2mH

3

128pmW
2 cos2aA124xZ

2~124xZ
2112xZ

4!,

G~H→b b̄!.
3g2mH

32pmW
2 mb

2~124xb
2!3/2,

G~H→t c̄ 1 t̄ c!5S f tc

A2
D 2

3
3g2mH

8pmW
2 mtmc

3sin2a~12x1
2 !3/2~12x2

2 !1/2, ~12!

with xi5mi /mH and x65(mt6mc)/mH . For
G(h→W1W2,ZZ) , etc. one simply changes sin2a→cos2a.
Note that we have assumed SM couplings forb b̄, although it
should depend on more parameters@this is another reason for
the mass range of Eq.~9! so we avoid uncertainties inH(h)-
t- t̄ coupling#. However, theb b̄ mode is unimportant for our
purpose.

For a generic mixing anglea, vector boson decay modes
dominate over the fermionic ones since the former is propor-
tional tomh,H

3 while the latter only depends onmh,H linearly.
One can clearly see in Fig. 1 of Ref.@6# this severe suppres-
sion ofB(h,H→tc) for generica values@14#. However, for
extreme values ofa→0 or 1, theWW, ZZ modes could be
very suppressed, and eitherB(h→tc) or B(H→tc) become
significant@6#.

The threshold behavior of thet c̄ mode and the domi-
nance ofh, H→WW, ZZ modes in general help us under-
stand the peak insnntc at mh,H'250 GeV. We show in Fig.
5 the mass dependence ofB(h→tc) for a few values of
sin2a in the range

0.1,sin2a,0.9. ~13!

B(H→tc) can be simply obtained by making the change
sin2a→cos2a. We do not include extreme cases of sin2a→0

FIG. 4. The cross setionsnnHSM
of e1e2→nen̄ eHSM as a func-

tion of mHSM
for s1/250.5, 1, 1.5, 2 TeV~bottom to top!.
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or 1 sincesnntc→0 in these limits. The shape of Fig. 5 can
be understood as follows.B(h,H→tc) rises sharply right
after the opening of thetc production threshold. The growth
of B(h,H→tc) should however stop at certain Higgs boson
mass, sinceG(h,H→VV) is in general dominant and grows
more rapidly as mh,H increases. The peak position
mh,H>260 GeV forB(h,H→tc), which is the main reason
behind the peaks seen in Figs. 2 and 3, marks the point
where the growth in G(h,H→tc) is overtaken by
G(h,H→VV). It is interesting to note thatB(h,H→tc) al-
ways peaks atmh,H>260 GeV independent of the sin2a we
choose. This is easily understood since, for generica,
B(H→tc)[G(H→tc)/GH'G(H→tc)/G(H→VV), i.e.,
B(H→tc)'tan2a f (mH) wheref (mH) is largelya indepen-
dent and peaks atmH>260 GeV. Similarly, we have
B(h→tc)'cot2af(mh). Such a simple dependence on the
mixing anglea makes Fig. 5 very useful. For any sin2a in
the range Eq.~13!, one can obtain the branching ratio
B(h,H→tc) for any Higgs boson mass by simply scaling
via the relationB(h,H→tc)'cot2af(mh

2), tan2a f (mH
2 ).

We note that the kink due tot t̄ threshold becomes more
visible for small sin2a values. This is because theVV con-
tribution to the Higgs boson width becomes suppressed and
the relative weight of thet t̄ contribution becomes more sig-
nificant @15#. Such a kink is not apparent in Figs. 2 and 3
because the sin2a51/2 case was used.

C. Cross section

The SM Higgs boson width provides an upper bound to
GH andGh . We can therefore use the narrow width approxi-
mation formH,h,500 GeV. The cross sectionsnntc can be
written as

snntc>snnHSM
~mHSM

5mH!3cos2a3B~H→tc!

1snnHSM
~mHSM

5mh!3sin2a3B~h→tc!

1 interference terms, ~14!

where HSM denotes the SM Higgs boson. Note that, with
umH

2 2mh
2u.(324)3mhGh , the interfernce term can be

safely neglected~see Appendix B for details!.

To locate the peak ofsnntc for generic sin2a, Eq.~14! can
be rewritten as

snntc>snnHSM
~mH!3sin2a3 f ~mH!1snnHSM

~mh!3cos2a

3 f ~mh!, ~15!

where we have neglected the interference term by assuming
a large enough splitting betweenmH andmh . With mH and
sin2a fixed as in the case of Figs. 2 and 3,snntc only de-
pends on snnHSM

(mh)3 f (mh). Since f (mh) peaks at

mh5260 GeV andsnnHSM
is a monotonously decreasing

function of mHSM
, the position ofmh giving maximalsnntc

should be shifted downward from 260 GeV. This is exactly
the case as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 where such effect are most
significant for As50.5 TeV since snnHSM

drops most

steeply for increasingmHSM
for this case. ForAs52 TeV,

this shift becomes much smaller assnnHSM
is relatively flat.

IV. DISCUSSION

To illustrate our arguments so far, let us explore the
‘‘maximal’’ and ‘‘minimal’’ snntc cross sections in the mass
range of Eq.~9!, and sina and As dependences. We shall
also make some general discussions about signal vs back-
ground and compare with other processes.

A. Range of cross sections

For ‘‘maximal’’ snntc , take, for example,mH5250 GeV
andmh5240 GeV soumH

2 2mh
2u*43mhGh , and the inter-

ference term insnntc can be safely neglected. Since the
masses are approximately equal, one can rewrite Eq.~14! as

snntc'snnHSM
@cos2aB~H→tc!1sin2aB~h→tc!#,

~16!

where the mass ofHSM can be taken as either that ofH or h.
Note that the combination cos2aB(H→tc)1sin2aB(h→tc)
determines the sin2a dependence ofsnntc , which is plotted
in Fig. 6. It is interesting to see that both cos2aB(H→tc) and
sin2aB(h→tc) are sensitive to sin2a but their sum is not. This
is in large part because we chose almost equalmH andmh ,

FIG. 6. The effective fraction cos2aB(H→tc)1sin2aB(h→tc) as
a function of sin2a with mH5250 GeV andmh5240 GeV.

FIG. 5. The branching ratioB(h→tc) as a function ofmh for
sin2a50.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9~top to bottom!.
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and reflects the mutually compensating nature between the
two contributions. The effective fraction
cos2aB(H→tc)1sin2aB(h→tc) of the ~‘‘SM’’ ! Higgs boson
production cross section stays between 2 – 3 % for almost the
entire range of sin2a of Eq. ~13!, but becomes extremely
suppressed for sin2a outside this range.

For As52 TeV, sin2 a51/2, and mH , mh5250,
240 GeV, from Figs. 4 and 6 we find

snntc'270 fb33.2%58.6 fb. ~17!

This is in good agreement with the maximal cross section
obtained earlier from the full calculation, and illustrates the
effectiveness of the narrow width approximation. The sin2a
dependence is very mild. For example, at sin2a50.1 or 0.9,
snntc56.8 fb for As52 TeV, which is still comparable to
the maximal cross section. The sin2a dependence for indi-
vidual h or H contributions is much more significant.

To explore the ‘‘minimal’’ cross sections within the range
of Eq. ~9!, we note from Figs. 2 and 3 that the contribution of
h,H to snntc is roughly equal formh,H5200 GeV and
mh,H5350 GeV. We therefore present the results for
mH5350 GeV andmh5200 GeV, which gives roughly the
smallestsnntc for the mass range of interest. We plot in Fig.
7 snntc for this set of Higgs boson masses as a function of
sin2a for As50.5, 1, 1.5, 2.0 TeV. It is seen that sin2a
dependence remains mild. What is remarkable is that,for
almost all values ofsin2a, snntc is at fb level or higher for
As>1 TeV. This promising result forsnntc holds only in
the mass range given by Eq.~9!, although the range can be
extended up tomh,H;400–450 GeV or so.

In both Figs. 6 and 7 we have illustrated with cases where
the h and H peak ~in sin2a) contributions are comparable,
hence their sin2a dependences are mutually compensating.
For more general choices ofmh andmH values, some sin2a
dependence would remain forsnntc , which is reflected in
and easily scaled from the individualh or H contributions.

B. Signal vs background

Turning to the experimental signal at the NLC, one needs
to consider the final states from top quark decay,
t→bl 1n, b j1 j 2, hence the signal modes are

e1e2→nen̄ et c̄→nen̄ en l l 1b c̄, nen̄ eb c̄ j 1 j 2 , ~18!

and similarly fornen̄ e t̄ c. Since typical cross sections are a
few fb in the mass range of Eq.~9!, with an integrated lumi-
nosity of 50 fb21, we expect of order 100 or so~no more
than 300! nnbc j1 j 2 events, and 1/6 of this in each 3n1l bc
channels, wherel 5e6,m6,t6. Although the event rates are
significant, we find that the latter is not very promising once
backgrounds are taken into account.

What are the potential backgrounds? Since thenen̄ e pair
should carry away missing transverse energyET;mW, WW
fusion events should be relatively distinct at the NLC. For
the mass rangemh,H,2mt of Eq. ~9!, background from
e1e2→nen̄ eh, nen̄ eH→nen̄ et t̄ is absent. The major back-
ground to be considered is thereforee1e2→nen̄ eW

1W2

since it is more abundantly produced viah, H→W1W2.
From Figs. 4–7 one sees thats(e1e2→nen̄ eW

1W2) is
typically 20 to 30 times larger than the signal. But the im-
portant point to notice is thatW decays do not containb
quarks (,1023 in B!. The chief tool to suppress theWW
background is thereforeb tagging, expected to be very effi-
cient at Linear Colliders@16#. However, since 1/3 ofW de-
cays contain charm quarks, fake rate ofb tagging might be
an issue. In particular, the 3n1l 1bc mode would not be
easy to distinguish from 3n1l 1cs fakes when the signal
event rate is so low. In contrast, thennbc j1 j 2 mode has a
second handle: kinematics and full reconstruction. With one
b-tagged jet, two of the three remaining jets should recon-
struct tomW @17#, and together with theb-jet reconstruct to a
top quark. After such reconstruction, the signal events should
show a mass peak over theWW background. Note that the
WW ‘‘background’’ is itself the Higgs detection channel.

Of course,t t̄ background would always be present. The
WW→t t̄ scattering viat-channelb quark exchange is sup-
pressed in phase space compared toWW→h, H production
followed by Higgs boson decay. Whenh, H→t t̄ threshold
opens up~not until 400 GeV or so!, one would have genuine
nnt t̄→nn1bb14 j background. These again can be distin-
guished fromnntc production by event topology and jet
counting. Since thet t̄ /t c̄ ratio is not that large@3,8# up to
mh,H.500 GeV, they do not pose a major threat. However,
as seen from Figs. 2 and 3, for Higgs boson mass beyond
400–450 GeV or so, the signal cross section has also become
too low and theWW background itself may start to become
serious.

C. Comparison of different processes

It is of interest to point out the difference betweennntc

production and other t c̄ production processes. The
e1e2→Z*→t c̄ , t̄ c @5# process, though rather clean, has
very suppressed rate because theZ-t-c coupling is loop-
induced@the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani~GIM! mechanism

FIG. 7. The cross sectionsnntc as a function of sin2a with
mH5350 GeV andmh5200 GeV for s1/250.5, 1, 1.5, 2 TeV
~bottom to top!.
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is intact in the present model context#. It is clear that

e1e2→Z*→H(h)Z→t c̄ Z has identical sin2a dependence
as theWW fusion process. However, this production mecha-
nism is less promising since it suffers froms-channel sup-
pression~cross section decreasing as 1/s) at higher energies,
and at the 500 GeV NLC, the rate is already a bit too low@6#.

The e1e2→Z*→h(H)A process is alsos-channel sup-
pressed, hence it is not particularly interesting at higher en-
ergies. But it does offer the intriguing signal@6# of like-sign

top quark pairs viah(H)A→tt c̄ c̄ , t̄ t̄ cc, signaled by like-

signW plusb b̄ events. Furthermore, the effects are the larg-
est in this case when sin2a→0 or 1, which is complementary
to the sin2a domain of interest, Eq.~13!, for the

e1e2→nen̄ et c̄ process. At the 500–600 GeV NLC, the
rates for the two processes are comparable, both leading to
only a handful of clean events. Thus, though falling short of
making a definitive study, the 500–600 GeV NLC can cover
the full range of sin2a and offer us a glimpse of whether
FCNH couplings exist or not.

Turning away frome1e2 linear colliders, the process
m1m2→h,H,A→t c̄ @18# at a possible future muon collider
capitalizes on the larger Higgs-boson–m –m coupling and a
sharp Higgs boson resonance peak. However, because of the
narrow width of the Higgs boson, this would demand@6#
precise tunings of the muon energies to find the Higgs boson
resonance. In contrast, the beauty of theWW fusion process
of Ref. @8# and discussed here is that no energy scan is nec-
essary. It is not yet clear whether a high energy muon col-
lider can be built or not@19#.

Finally, let us compare with prospects at the LHC. The
challenge forVV→h, H→tc production search is the enor-
mous background. It has been pointed out, however, that one
might be able todirectly probe for FCNH coupling strengths

via the cg→tA→tt c̄ production process at the LHC@7#,
which does not depend on sina. Once again there is the
intriguing signature of like-sign top quark pairs. The event
rate is not very high since the raw cross section is at the 80 fb
level @14#, and one still needs to make event selection cuts.
Although promising, background rejection would certainly
still be a major issue, as is almost always the case for inter-
esting new physics at hadron colliders. In contrast to the high
rate environment of the LHC, however, all highpT events at
the NLC would be recorded and scrutinized. We stress that
the search for FCNH effects viatc production is really part
of the Higgs boson program. By studying theVV fusion
processes alone, the relative large number of events innntc
mode~hundreds of events! and the concurrent study of Higgs
boson properties via theW1W2 and ZZ modes~thousands
and hundreds of events, respectively! should allow one to
measure theh,H→tc branching ratios, which in turn can
lead to a determination of the FCNH coupling. Thus this has
the advantage of being a complete program, and would be
complementary to thecg→tA process at the LHC. However,
since it would only be fruitful forAs.1 TeV, the fulfillment
of the program would certainly comeafter the studies at the
LHC.

At any rate, we expect the study ofnntc production via
WW fusion to be quite feasible. We urge that a dedicated
simulation study of this process for the NLC be carried out.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have extended the work of Ref.@8# on tc

production viae1e2→nen ētc at the NLC. We elucidate that
the particularly promising mass range is when bothmh and
mH are of order the weak scale. This is quite different from
the parameter range discussed by the authors of Ref.@8#
where one of the Higgs bosons is taken to be as heavy as 1
TeV, and consequently thesnntc they obtained is smaller
than ours. With Higgs-boson masses in the range of 200–350
GeV, we find thatsnntc could reach almost 10 fb. The sin2a
dependence is mild for 0.1,sin2a,0.9, andsnntc is greater
than 1 fb as long asAs>1 TeV. Given a significant cross
section as such, this mode should be searched for carefully at
future e1e2 linear colliders such as the NLC.
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APPENDIX A: THE HELICITY METHOD

The helicity method is particularly suited for numerical
manipulations of scattering amplitudes. For particles with
spin, one constructs explicit representions for their helicity
wave functions so that the relevant Feynman amplitudes can
be written into numerical forms@12#. Consequently the
squaring of scattering amplitudes may be performed numeri-
cally.

For fermions, we choose the Weyl basis with the follow-
ing represention ofg matrices:

g05S 0 1

1 0D , g j5S 0 2s j

s j 0 D , g55g55S 1 0

0 21D ,

~A1!

or collectively

gm5S 0 g1
m

g2
m 0

D , ~A2!

with g6
m 5(1,7sW ). The chiral projection operator

P65(16g5)/2 is then given by

P15S 1 0

0 0D , P25S 0 0

0 1D , ~A3!

whereP1 andP2 project onto upper and lower components
of Dirac four-spinors.

In the Weyl basis, the Dirac spinoru(pW ,l) for a fermion
with momentumpW and helicityl is given by

u~pW ,1 ![S u1~l51 !

u2~l51 !
D 5S v1u p̂1&

v2u p̂1&
D ,

u~pW ,2 ![S u1~l52 !

u2~l52 !
D 5S v2u p̂2&

v1u p̂2&
D , ~A4!
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wherev65AE6upW u and u p̂6& denote the two-component
eigenvectors of the helicity operatorh5pW •sW /upW u with

u p̂1&5S cos
u

2

eifsin
u

2

D , u p̂2&5S 2e2 ifsin
u

2

cos
u

2

D , ~A5!

whereu andf are angles specifying the direction ofpW : i.e.,

pW 5upW u~sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu!. ~A6!

Similarly, the spinors of antifermions in the Weyl basis are
given by

v~pW ,1 ![S v1~l51 !

v2~l51 !
D 5S v2u p̂2&

2v1u p̂2&
D ,

v~pW ,2 ![S v1~l52 !

v2~l52 !
D 5S 2v1u p̂1&

v2u p̂1&
D . ~A7!

We note that the helicity wave functions of spin 1 particles
can be constructed out of the two building blocks:u p̂1& and
u p̂2&.

For any fermion~antifermion! line which contains arbi-
trary numbers of interaction vertices with bosons, the asso-
ciated amplitude must be a linear combination of the struc-
tures

w̄1•••grgngmP2w2 , ~A8!

and

w̄1•••grgngmP1w2 , ~A9!

wherew1[(w12

w11) andw2[(w22

w21) can be eitheru or v. Note

that, for simplicity, we do not specify the momentum and
helicity dependence of the spinors. Using the Weyl represen-
tations of Dirac spinors andg matrices, the above two struc-
tures are simplified into

w16
†

•••g1
r g2

n g1
m w22 , ~A10!

and

w16
†

•••g2
r g1

n g2
m w21 , ~A11!

where the sign in the subscript ofw16
† depends on the num-

ber of g matrices inserted between the spinors. Using Eqs.
~A4! and ~A7!, one can express Eqs.~A10! and ~A11! as
linear combinations of

^ p̂16u•••g1
r g2

n g1
m u p̂26& ~A12!

and

^ p̂16u•••g2
r g1

n g2
m u p̂26&. ~A13!

Defining the conjugate spinors as

u p̂6̃&[ is2~ u p̂6&)* , ~A14!

where

u p̂1̃&52u p̂2&, u p̂2̃&51u p̂1&,

^ p̂1̃u52^ p̂2u, ^ p̂2̃u51^ p̂1u. ~A15!

Then, applying the relation

s2~g6
a !Ts25g7

a , ~A16!

we have

^ p̂16u•••g1
r g2

n g1
m u p̂26&5^ p̂26̃ug2

m g1
n g2

r
•••u p̂16̃ &.

~A17!

and

^ p̂16u•••g2
r g1

n g2
m u p̂26&5^ p̂26̃ug1

m g2
n g1

r
•••u p̂16̃ &.

~A18!

We now apply the above formalism to calculate
e1(p1)e2(p2)→ n̄ e(p3)ne(p4)t(pt) c̄ (pc). First, the ampli-
tude for this process has been written in Eq.~4! with its
fermionic part denoted asA•B•C. The explicit forms ofA,
B, andC as shown in Eqs.~6! and~8! can be easily obtained
by using Eqs.~A4!–~A18!. Second, we note that the product
A•B involves a contraction of Lorentz indices associated
with matricesg1

m andgm2 . Such contractions can be evalu-
ated easily via the ‘‘Fierz-like’’ relation

~g1
m ! i j ~gm2!kl5~g2

m ! i j ~gm1!kl52d i l dk j , ~A19!

with i , j , k, andl being indices in spinor space. Indeed, from
Eq. ~A19!, we have

^ p̂31ugm2u p̂11&•^ p̂42ug1
m u p̂22&

52^ p̂31u p̂22&^ p̂42u p̂11&. ~A20!

From Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and~8! and Eq.~A20!, one now has the
full helicity amplitudes iM (l t ,lc) for e1(p1)e2(p2)
→ n̄ e(p3)ne(p4)t(pt) c̄ (pc), which can be easily incorpo-
rated into the numerical programONETOP @12#.

APPENDIX B:
THE INTERFERENCE OF FEYNMAN AMPLITUDES

In this Appendix, we discuss the interference effects of
scattering amplitudes arising from different neutral Higgs
bosons. Let us useiMS to denote the amplitudes of
e1(p1)e2(p2)→ n̄ e(p3)ne(p4)t(pt) c̄ (pc) contributions
from neutral Higgs bosonsS5H andh. That is
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iMS5 iM„e1e2→ n̄ eneS* ~q!…
i

q22mS
21 imSGS

iM„S* ~q!→t c̄ …, ~B1!

where S* (q) denotes the off-shell S with momentum q. The total cross section snnt c̄[s„e1(p1)
3e2(p2)→ n̄ e(p3)ne(p4)t(pt) c̄ (pc)… is given by

snnt c̄5
~2p!4

2s E d3pW 3

~2p!32E3

d3pW 4

~2p!32E4

d3pW t

~2p!32Et

d3pW c

~2p!32Ec

d4~p11p22p32p42pt2pc!u iMH1 iMhu2. ~B2!

One can separatesnnt c̄ into diagonal and interference terms, i.e.,

snnt c̄5snnt c̄
H

1snnt c̄
h

1snnt c̄
H2h . ~B3!

In the narrow width limitGH(h)!mH(h) , it is well known that

snnt c̄
H~h!

5s„e1e2→ n̄ eneH~h!…3B„H~h!→t c̄ …. ~B4!

However, the interference termsnnt c̄
H2h is more complicated. From Eqs.~B1!–~B3!, we obtain

snnt c̄
H2h

52cos2a sin2a
~2p!4

2s E d3pW 3

~2p!32E3

d3pW 4

~2p!32E4

d3qW

~2p!3E ~2p!3dq2
1

2Eq
d4~p11p22p32p42q!

3u iM„e1e2→ n̄ eneHSM* ~q!…u22 ReS 1

q22mH
2 1 imHGH

1

q22mh
22 imhGh

D E d3pW t

~2p!32Et

d3pW c

~2p!32Ec

3d4~q2pt2pc!u iM„HSM* ~q!→t c̄ …u2, ~B5!

whereEq[Aq21qW 2, andHSM* (q) has been used to replaceH* (q) or h* (q) since we have factored out the mixing-angle
dependence cos2a sin2a.

In general,H andh are not degenerate. Without loss of generality, we may assumemH.mh so thatmH
2 2mh

25L3mhGh

with L.0. Furthermore let us takex[q22mH
2 . With a little algebra, the propagator part of Eq.~B5! can be written as

E ~2p!3dq2
•••2 ReS 1

q22mH
2 1 imHGH

1

q22mh
22 imhGh

D •••

5E dx
1

2p
•••S 1

x21mH
2 GH

2 1
1

~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2D
3~2p!4

•••2E dx
1

2p
•••

„mH
2 GH

2 22mHGHmhGh1~L211!mh
2Gh

2
…

~x21mH
2 GH

2 !„~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2
…

~2p!4
•••.

~B6!

If H andh are precisely degenerate, i.e.,L50, and sin2a51/2 which impliesGH5Gh , the second term on the right-hand side
of Eq. ~B6! vanishes, while the first term eventually gives rise to2(snnt c̄

H
1snnt c̄

h ) which cancels completely the diagonal
contributions as expected.

For L*3, we note that the (L211)mh
2Gh

2 term in Eq.~B6! already dominates over bothmH
2 GH

2 andmh
2Gh

2 , providedGh
2 is

not overly suppressed by too small a sin2a. Therefore, in Eq.~B6!, one may neglect the combinationmH
2 GH

2 22mHGHmhGh

with respect to (L211)mh
2Gh

2 . In this approximation, one can show that the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~B6! lead
to a vanishing interference termsnnt c̄

H2h in the narrow width limit ofGH(h)→0.
To see this, note that in the limit ofGH(h)→0, the dominant contributions to thex integration in Eq.~B6! comes from the

vicinities of x52LmhGh andx50. Forx'2LmhGh , we discard the term 1/(x21mH
2 GH

2 ) on the right-hand side of Eq.~B6!
while the remaining terms are rearranged as follows:
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E dx
1

2p
•••

1

~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2 ~2p!4
•••2E dx

1

2p
•••

~L211!mh
2Gh

2

~x21mH
2 GH

2 !„~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2
…

~2p!4
•••

5E dx•••

1

p

mhGh

~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2

1

2mhGh
~2p!4

•••;

2E dx•••

1

p

~L211!mh
2Gh

2
•mhGh

~x21mH
2 GH

2 !„~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2
…

1

2mhGh
~2p!4

•••. ~B7!

In the limit Gh→0, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~B7! can be simplified by

1

p

mhGh

~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2→d~x1LmhGh!, ~B8!

while the factor 1/2mhGh leads toB(h→tc) when combined with other terms in Eq.~B5!. Similarly, the second term on the
right-hand side of Eq.~B7! can be simplified by

1

p

~L211!mh
2Gh

2
•mhGh

~x21mH
2 GH

2 !„~x1LmhGh!21mh
2Gh

2
…

→
~L211!mh

2Gh
2

~L2mh
2Gh

21mH
2 GH

2 !
d~x1LmhGh!

.d~x1LmhGh!, ~B9!

where we have usedL2@1. Clearly the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~B7! cancel completely, hencesnnt c̄
H2h receives

no contribution fromx'2LmhGh . By similar arguments the integration regionx'0 also gives no contributions tosnnt c̄
H2h . We

therefore conclude thatsnnt c̄
H2h

50 provided we neglect the combinationmH
2 GH

2 22mHGHmhGh with respect to (L211)mh
2Gh

2 .

Keeping themH
2 GH

2 22mHGHmhGh term in Eq.~B6!, the resultingsnnt c̄
H2h is at leastO(1/L2) suppressed compared to the total

diagonal cross section (snnt c̄
H

1snnt c̄
h ).
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